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About This Game

Space Force is a simple arcade game. You're pilot of a space ship. Your goal is, you have to dodge all the blocks and go as much
as you can. If you hit you'll lose. Get double points, speed up the time or slow it down. Set new highscores, get more credits and

buy new spaceships!

Enjoy the ride and have a safe flights!

Features

Fun Arcade Gameplay

5 Different Spaceships

Infinite Level Design

Power-ups

HD Effects
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Title: Space Force
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Semi Sağlam
Publisher:
Semi Sağlam, Timberwolf Studios
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Intel Core 2

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB Video Card

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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this game is broken. Space Force is a fun and entertaining flying game. Decent graphics, crappy music, and easy to use controls.
The game has power ups for you to pick up and use and you collect money to buy new spaceships and other items. You also will
need very good reflexes. 10\/10. Good game.. This game is cool, nice casual kind of game, still has a challenge to it. also, how
has nobody been here to leave a Trump Space Force joke yet?! thats how I found this game! spend 2 bux, buy this dude an
energy drink so he can make one of these but in space.. Space Force is a straightforward infinite runner style game in which you
pilot one of four different ships, which seem to have the same handling, speed, and controls, with their only difference being a
palette swap.

The game has a total of 3 powerups to collect while you progress through the level, whether a temporary speed boost, slo mo, or
picking up credits which are used to unlock one of the four ships (or to pay for a 2x or 3x credit multiplier. Spend credits to get
credits. Creditception.) If you hit a speed up or slo mo powerup and then hit a credit pickup right after it cancels out the speed
up or slo mo effect, so rather than tear through a few credit pickups at max speed you'll just zoom toward them then suddenly
slow down again once you pick one of them up. The powerups are way too opaque to see beyond, often leading to the player
going to pick up an innocuous credit and then slamming into a short barrier you couldn't see immediately behind it leading to a
game over.

Space Force has one music track which repeats ad nauseum. There are no sound options present in the game to turn this off.
Space Force's levels always progress in the same sequence. You will see a blue area, then a green one, then a red one, then a blue
again. If you die you will restart the sequence. There seem to be a total of 3 different areas that might pop up.

Considering how shallow much of Space Force is, it's more disheartening to realize the game may just be a flatout Unity asset
flip when comparing its resources and those found in other similar titles, seen here:

https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/886290\/Starfield_Wars\/

If it weren't obvious enough: I don't recommend this game. It can be kind of meditative as you cruise along picking things up
but it all feels pretty slapped together and realizing it may just be an asset flip is lame.
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